
GROUP 1

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

CPD for teacher (in Stop motion animation)  and purchase of ipads created a while

school (3 classrooms) with staff and pupils competent in video/animation /

performing for film

GROUP 2 GROUP 4
GROUP 5

GROUP 6

GROUP 7 GROUP 8 GROUP 9

Technology the digital divide, spicifically for this past year and going forward. 

urban rural divide

hesitant to be flexibility 

fixed guidelines, rigid thinking 

structures create challenges

FEAR!!!! uncertainty and the unknown

Arts/ creativity as new and secondary to job

extra demands teacherwho are working with children/young people who missed

out on key skills eg reading      

overloaded teachers 

Recognise creativity simply by saying "that's very creative!" when someone comes

up with a creative solution (particularly when its not during "art" time)

GROUP 3

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

GROUP 10

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

When a schools co-ordintator (Principal) really came on board to think outside the box with age

appropriate creative ways to come up with ways to gather and explore where they are creatively in the

school and where they would like to be. Not only was the voice of the child lisetened to but they also

covered curriculum areas at the same time!

When working in collaboration with a very creative teacher we allocated a longer period time to the

students to do some weaving. The repetitive tasks and skills involved was great over a longer period of

time, it was so mindfull and creative. You could hear a pin drop. There were 3 students wit additional

needs whose work was outstanding. They were so trilled with their work.

Text box 2

time

understanding of slt

money

support - internal and external

understanding of creativity and impact across all areas

risk taking - ability to

Friction & rivalery among staff

Jealousy

Not valuing the arts

Staff thinking they are not equipped/experienced

No sense of or understanding of a cross curricular approach to its blocking the possibililty

of cross curricular approach

School academic  & sport v's creative orientated

parents

Text box 3

Prolem solving

Open and clear communication

Networking

Identify and celebrate their strengths and build on them

Break things down in smaller sections

changing mindsets

parents mindset

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

Examples - 

A. 6th Class Area created in school grounds, the design process happened virtually

and the project was later realised in-person

B. A School Gallery was set up

What made it possible - 

1) Relationship building was key (easier to work virtually after meeting in person

first)

2) A strong belief in creativity from the staff from the beginning, trust in creative

process

3) Leadership and momentum, experienced school co-ordinator

1) Relationships online - not having met in-person during school closures / covid is a

challenge.

2)Time is a challenge.

3)The notion that creativity exists in a 'box' - a narrow understanding of it and

embracing cross-curricular links

1) Patience and time in this collaborative process

2) Belief in the creative process and element of not knowing - supporting teachers

to relax into the creative journey and relax expectations on 'prescribed' or

'expected' outputs

3) Ensure voice of the child is central, advocate on behalf of the youth voice

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

1

- curriculum already full 

- creative habits made more visible 

- teacher confidence 

- changing culture for output driven 

- making sure staff on ground see there doesn't

always have to be a physical output

- parents having preconceived notions

- make sure there are bespoke plans for each

school

- competitive nature of schools

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

Text box 1

Text box 2

- lack of administrative or teacher interest

- time constraints 

- energy constraints 

- working with the 'unconverted' and trying to build new mindsets

- meeting outside of school hours 

Text box 3

- approach the school with an open mind 

- framing as CA's as supports and not top-down/demanding ("we're not fancy-

pants!")

- promotion of fun, student voice and highlighting this outright

- honesty with teachers -- teachers tend to desire direct information about

commitments and requirements (need to balance this with recognition of Creative

Schools as a 'process')

- meet people where they're at (agree on intentions, make a plan, timetables to

clarify)

- start slow and read the room 

- give teachers options for how to promote student voice/bring in the whole school

community 

- parents & board of management - seek support and inclusion 

- workshopping issues with Creative Associates -- network of Creative

Associates to solve problems and get feedback 

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

Work really well when you see a whole school approach or certainly collaboration

with teachers working together and good listening to student voice  in one of the

secondary schools. They got alot out of it and real benefit in that shared sapce. No

one taking responsibility of taking on the project benefit of sharing.

Moving towards better understanding  what creative schoools ethos is about,

creativity not just being the arts eg. secondary school embedding project an linking

to engineers week and woodwork teacher. What cretivity mean to them and how,

everyone got involved a wholeschool approach and everybody being involved

over a dedicated weeek prior to lockdown. Going out with a bang!

It was almost that the creative  person come in and that they could still teach their

class eg doing paint mixing on a wall , they got to mix their different shades of

colour and teacher trusting the artist and the artist beliveing in the student.Trusting

the pupils. Trusting in the process.

 Understanding colour mixing - comeinto the school manhole covers in colours. The

teacher handed over a specific corridor to the artist . The artist believed in the

students. Aim understainngin Colour mixing

One school had different garden spaces for senior and junior classses. Being

outdoors.

Lack of collaborations between staff

Perfection - outcome focussed limitations

Teacher expectations and delays in training

Covid-19 - finding alternative ways to connect ie ZOOM, WhatsApp

Provide training to teachers sooner so that they can understand.

letting the teahcers have permission encouraged by the educational department

and how to catch them mid process these are the ways you can show process.

Catch creativity another way.

aLSO CONNECT WITH TEACHERS OWN KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE OVER

THE YEARS AROUND THE CONCEPT OF MULTIPLE OF INTELLIGNECES. tO

SURFACE EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT INTELLIGENCES THAT WE ALL BRING

CONNECTING WHAT TEHYA RLEADY DOING. SPOTLIGHTING

Engage with schools as soon as possible. Build rapport with staff and pupils/

students.

Doing video pre-recorded 

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

school co-ordinator was enthusiastic and bought in and able to problem solve.

Because of Covid this created opportunity to be more experimental and try new

things but also empowered the school co-ordinator to be in charge and lead school

projects such as whole school ceramic project through a virtual facilitator 

photography project grew from when schools shut down and was led by the school

co-ordinator, it was felt that it was the year before and the opportunity for the

school co-ordinator to understand the programme and confidence to focus on the

children's voices to impart this to other staff members so that the projects could

really be led by the co-ordinator which created this lovely photography project that

was then displayed through the school and led to an exhibition in June

creative art week and making links for the school with other organisations by

sharing through arts council and celebrating it outside the school

Text box 2

Space and time for creativity - under pressure from curriculum pressure

Timetabling challenges in secondary schools for consultation process 

Creative coordinator does not always have the confidence or authority to run with

the programme. 

lack of whole school communication / meetings

Sometimes "Arts" gets sidelined to certain teachers 

setting up meetings which include all those needed to implement the programme

having conversations with the leadership team and principle very early on - having

them on board actively.

Sending good news emails with progress to Principal and others in leadership

positions 

Cheer leading your school co-ordinators - to boost  them to go out of their comfort

zone - particularly at the time when people only meeting virtually

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

CPD specific to teacher needs to give them confidence to embed creative process

in daily practice within the classroom

Space/resources within the schools

Pupil voice and school committee/team 

Where coordinators were invested and excited by creative processes, open to risk

taking and acting on learnt feedback 

Text box 2

Timetablingis fundamental and is a huge barrier to creativity/lack of time

Secondary exams taking focus and time - in contrast and fighting with creative

process. 

Inquity in relation, facilitaies and space ie environment

in schools across the country

Lack of confidence among teacher re processes and creativity.

Teacher training doesn't provide space for experential learning of the creative

proceses and methdos.. etc its not peer supported 

Text box 3

Supporting teachers to understand different creative processes and methods. 

Skills sharing among peers, modeled - this work over zoom

Parents and teachers need to be educated that standarised tests are not the most

important thing to focus on in Primary. Other ways of measuring students abilities

Using new frameworks. Ireland needs to catch up!

More funding for schools 

Timetabling could be managed btter

Giving coordinators andn teachers more time 

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

- TAP Teaching deaf kids how to sing

- Collaboration between Artists & Teachers - film workshop where teachers were fully

involved

- When the co-ordinators are fully invested in the process, it works best

-Lack of communication across the school- students in the school not being aware

of Creative Schools initiative in particular in secondary school. 

- Cultural differences

- 

- Create a culture of creativity-  encourage teachers from different disciplines to

participate in the committee.  

- Thematic approach- how can I work creatively in different subjects e.g. Science/

English 

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

Share examples of where you have seen creativity flourishing and describe what

made that possible. 

Karl: In St Brigets GNS passion of particular teacher for a topic. 

Helen: Residency in Kildare, 3month engagement, classroom context same teachers and students,

teachers opened up through ongoing long-term relationship, trust built, teachers pick up skills they

can use. Abiltiy to share process through small ongoing conversations. (Time, consistency/

developing relationships

Joanna: CA school DEIS, annimation project, persistence through challenging task, whole school got

involved, Oscars night for the whle school/community. Two elections in two different schools, digital

media a big choice for young people.

Penelope: TA's students had time to commit, imortance to establish trust, students have time to

practice, quality of engagement, trust and freedom so young people can explore

Melaine: Spark of 'this is a great idea' Idea that the whole school can get behind

Management on board creates a sense of a whole school embedded activity.

Change the physical space (Lundy)

Having funding resources

Letting the teachers see the joy, the benefits of process

Once teachers see the children engaged in process, teachers can experience

creativity. Get parents on board-get to know personalities-

Discuss what the barriers are to embedding creativity across the curriculum -

these might be from our own experiences as CAs or perceived barriers. 

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum
What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum
What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

What practical things as CAs might we do to overcome barriers and support

schools at all stages of the CS process to embed creativity across the curriculum

- speaking directly to students

- providing expression-sharing workshops

- principal enabling student spark/interest - enthusiastic student leading

workshop (platform for confidence to develop)

- acknowledge student expertise/space to share & express

- teacher interest -- moves projects along (identifying key staff who help

promote the student voice)

- teacher panel/cohort : finding a group who cares (at least 1 from each

department) --> getting the others involved 'through osmosis'/modeling

possibilities through practice

- surveying teachers about their interests - show interest in teachers to

motivate them 

- centering the school and showing we care about their needs

- free classes or lunch breaks ideally for meetings

This is a textbox...

This is a title...

This is a title...

- awarding creativity

- encouraging teachers to bring out own creativity

& have them realise they already have these skills

- teachers leading through creativity

- exploration together & breaking boundaries

- reflection sessions at different points of the year

- dedicated creative space

- unusual teaching space

- exhibit "unfinished" work

Use Creative

Schools

Noticeboard to

present work that

relates to different

aspects of the

curriculum

sign post creativity

every where always

and encourage other

to do that as well

and praise teachers

& schools 

Schools engaging

outdoors - making

use of playground

and local park for

outdoor learning

Think outside

the box, find

alternatives

ways of doing

things

,Penny: Power dynamics, time, training for

school coordinators was very late

Helen: lack of clarity, teachers crying out for

CPD, large class size

Melaine: Principal and SC not letting go of

control over students/process. Not having

project to be 'perfect', to be the 'best'. Principal

observing mural as 'messy', ability to see other

qualities develop.

Karl: Too project focused, not enough process

Have the 5

Creative Habits

of Mind visible

in the

Classroom

Teachers can be hard on

themselves and  the perfection

of the final artefact is the enely

in schools the idea that we are

tryingn to tur everybody into

scuplotrs, painters,

performance artists. THey are

good at the pricess and let

young people reveal

themselves and taht is the

standard

Use of technology

whenever it is

possible.

Knowing the

curriculum your

teachers are

working with so

you can

collaborate

effectively

Giving teachers the

confidence to be as

creative as possible

so the results are

better than they

originally anticipated.


